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Atmospheric natural hazards pose a risk to people, aircraft and infrastructure. Automated
algorithms can detect these hazards from satellite imagery so that the relevant advice can
be issued. The transparency and adaptability of these automated algorithms is important
to cater to the needs of the end user, who should be able to readily interpret the hazard
warning. This means avoiding heuristic techniques. Decision theory is a statistical tool
that transparently considers the risk of false positives and negatives when detecting the
hazard. By assigning losses to incorrect actions, ownership of the hazard warning is shared
between the scientists and risk managers. These losses are readily adaptable depending
on the perceived threat of the hazard. This study demonstrates how decision theory can
be applied to the detection of atmospheric natural hazards using the example of volcanic
ash during an ongoing eruption. The only observations are the difference in brightness
temperature between two channels on the SEVIRI sensor. We apply the method to two
volcanic eruptions: the 2010 eruption of Eyjafjallajökull, Iceland, and the 2011 eruption
of Puyehue-Cordón Caulle, Chile. The simple probabilistic method appears to work well
and is able to distinguish volcanic ash from desert dust, which is a common false positive
for volcanic ash. As is made clear, decision theory is a tool for decision support, providing
transparency and adaptability, but it still requires careful input from scientists and risk
managers. Effectively it provides a space where these groups of experts can meet and convert
their shared understanding of a hazard into a choice of action.
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support
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1. Introduction

Weather hazards are the main cause for delays in air traffic
and contribute to around 20% of aviation accidents (Mecikalski
et al., 2007). It is important to detect and track these hazards
as reliably as possible so that the relevant authorities can issue
accurate and timely advice. This requires constant monitoring
of the Earth’s atmosphere, which is possible using sensors found
on board satellites. These satellite measurements inform experts,
who identify the hazard and track it over its lifetime. This expert
judgment then informs risk managers, who are responsible for
issuing the warning. However, there is a growing demand for
the automation of hazard warning systems (Bhattacharya et al.,
2012). The problem is that human judgement is difficult to
replicate. Humans have an aptitude for pattern recognition,
which scientists attempt to replicate through advanced hazard
detection schemes. These detection schemes are often heuristic

and specific to an instrument and organization, such as some
measurement exceeding a threshold value. The consequences of
a hazard warning differ for those issuing and those receiving it.
This means that a hazard warning is never a true or false, only
good or bad (Rittel and Webber, 1973). A hazard warning issuing
a false alarm is perceived as bad if the reason for the false alarm
is not understood (Dow and Cutter, 1998). This means that any
automated hazard warning system should be as transparent as
possible, where scientists share ownership with risk managers
on what they perceive makes a good warning. As a result,
an automated warning system should avoid heuristics, instead
dealing with uncertainties transparently, where the perceived loss
in issuing an incorrect warning is readily accessible. A framework
that allows this is decision theory.

This study outlines how decision theory can be applied to
remote sensing of atmospheric natural hazards. By using the
example of detecting volcanic ash hazards, this study demonstrates
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Table 1. Example of a loss table.

L(a, x) x1 x2 · · · xn

a = a1 �11 �12 · · · �1n

a = a2 �21 �22 · · · �2n

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
. . .

a = am �m1 �m2 �mn

how decision theory can be used to classify the atmosphere as
uncontaminated or contaminated using the reverse absorption
technique (section 3.1) and the Spinning Enhanced Visible and
Infrared Imager (SEVIRI) (section 3.2). Section 2 gives an outline
to decision theory and applies it to the detection of volcanic
ash in section 3. Two examples demonstrate the methodology,
the 2010 eruption of Eyjafjallajökull and the 2011 eruption of
Puyehue-Cordón Caulle, in section 4. Section 5 discusses and
section 6 concludes the findings of the study.

2. Decision theory

Decision theory aims to make a ‘good’ decision about which
action to take. Some set of actions a ∈ A describe the atmosphere
based on a set of exclusive and exhaustive states x ∈ X. The
probability of the atmosphere being in a certain state depends on
the observation y. Bayes’s theorem describes the probability that
the atmosphere is in state x given the observation y by

P(x | y) = P(y | x)P(x)

P(y)
. (1)

A decision based on the most probable state ignores the loss in
taking the wrong action. This is not a rational decision; a rational
decision is to take the action with the lowest associated risk. This
is the basis of decision theory – a framework that includes the
losses associated with each possible action in the decision-making
process. For this a loss must be attributed to each action for each
state of nature. A loss table, similar to Table 1, summarizes the
losses represented by the loss function L(a, x).

These losses could be individually specified by a risk manager,
or using some low-dimensional parametrization of the loss func-
tion (e.g. Economou et al., 2016). Many forms of loss exist, such
as the loss of profit, loss due to regret, loss of reputation or loss of
life, amongst others. The losses can be both positive and negative,
where a negative loss indicates gain (e.g. DeGroot, 1970; Lindley,
1985). This study deals with only non-negative losses. Although
this implies that there is never a gain in making a correct decision,
it is satisfactory that there is no loss in making a correct decision.

Losses differ depending on the stakes of the decision, which
differ between users. For a multiple step procedure, an initial,
computationally cheap test with high sensitivity at the cost of
specificity could provide the input for a more computationally
expensive test where the sensitivity and specificity are more equally
weighted. Here the preference to sensitivity and specificity in the
procedure are controlled transparently by the losses provided.
Risk managers should assign losses which are as representative as
possible of human rational decision making, much as scientists
attempt to automate human-like expertise. However, small
changes in the losses or posterior probability are unlikely to
change the optimal action (Degroot, 1970).

In Bayesian decision theory, the optimal action based on
the observations minimizes the expected loss over all actions,
conditional on the observations. Thus for observations y the
Bayes action is

a∗(y) = arg min
a∈A

∑
x

L(a, x) P(y | x) P(x), (2)

applying Bayes’s theorem, and neglecting the denominator, which
does not depend on a. The summation in Eq. (2) becomes an
integral for continuous x. DeGroot (1970) gives more details.

3. Using decision theory to detect volcanic ash hazards with
the SEVIRI sensor

Decision theory can be straightforwardly applied to remote
detection of volcanic ash. Volcanic ash poses a threat to aircraft,
amongst other things, and there is a loss in falsely classifying
a pixel that contains as ash free. There is also a loss if a pixel
is classified as containing ash when there is none, as this could
lead to unnecessary closure of airspace. This section presents
a method using decision theory to classify each pixel from a
SEVIRI image as uncontaminated or contaminated, depending
on whether volcanic ash is absent or present in the pixel. The
classification of airspace as uncontaminated or contaminated
based only on remote-sensing observations of volcanic ash is
an overly simplistic approach to volcanic ash hazard mitigation.
However, it demonstrates the nature and potential of applying
decision theory to the detection of atmospheric natural hazards.

3.1. Remote sensing of volcanic ash

A simple, common test for volcanic ash using infrared satellite
observations is the reverse absorption technique (Prata, 1989a,
1989b). This technique relies on the difference in brightness
temperature between channels centred around 11 and 12 μm
being, in general, negative for volcanic ash clouds and positive for
water and ice clouds, and is used for the observation y. Although
more robust methods of ash detection exist, the reverse absorption
technique allows for a simple demonstration of where uncertainty
arises from observation (Simpson et al., 2000; Prata et al., 2001).
The underlying surface type, ambient meteorological conditions
and properties of the volcanic ash cloud can all contribute to
uncertainty in the detection. For example, high water vapour may
obscure the reverse absorption feature, especially for low-altitude
volcanic clouds. This uncertainty not only occurs for detection
methods that use heuristic thresholds, but also for probabilistic
methods where the likelihood space can overlap (Pavolonis et al.,
2015a). A common false positive for volcanic ash is desert dust,
which also exhibits this reverse absorption feature (Ackerman,
1997). As a result there is no universal threshold between ash and
ash-free conditions.

3.2. Observations using SEVIRI

This study uses radiances measured by SEVIRI on board the
geostationary Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) satellites
located at 0◦ longitude (Aminou, 2002). SEVIRI has a 3 km
nadir pixel resolution at the wavelengths of interest, which
increase in size with zenith angle, and has a baseline repeat
cycle of 15 min. The observation uses the brightness temperature
difference of two channels centred around 10.8 μm and 12.0 μm,
y = BT10.8μm − BT12.0μm.

3.3. States, actions and losses

In this subsection, we drop the i subscript indicating the pixel
to reduce clutter. We consider each satellite pixel to have one
of three possible states: volcanic ash, desert dust or free from
both volcanic ash and desert dust, Xi ∈ {ash, dust, free} for pixel
i. We assume that these three states are exclusive, e.g. a pixel
cannot contain both volcanic ash and desert dust, and exhaustive,
i.e. no other states exist. There is no difficulty in generalizing
to allow more states, including combinations, if the application
requires it. The possible set of actions is to flag the satellite pixel
as contaminated, i.e. containing ash, or uncontaminated, i.e. not
containing ash, A = {contaminated, uncontaminated}. The loss
table (Table 2) summarizes the states, actions and their losses.
There is a a zero loss if the correct action is taken for a given state,
i.e. �11 = �22 = �23 = 0. A loss occurs if the incorrect action is
taken, which depends on the severity of the incorrect action. It is
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Table 2. Loss table showing states, actions and losses.

L(a, x) ash dust free

a = contaminated �11 �12 �13

a = uncontaminated �21 �22 �23

worth noting that the relative losses are important for deciding
the optimal action, rather than the absolute losses.

3.4. Probability density functions

Each term in Eq. (1) needs a probability density function.
Section 3.4.1 describes the likelihoods P(yi | xi), which were
fitted to past observations using an Epanechnikov kernel density
estimator (Epanechnikov, 1969). Section 3.4.2 describes the prior
probabilities for each state, P(xi).

3.4.1. Likelihood of observation

The probability density function P(y | ash) describes the
probability of the observation y given an ash-filled pixel. There
are two separate P(y | ash) for observations over land and sea
as surface type is a first-order control on the observation y. The
training set for P(y | ash) was fitted to observations using the
detection method proposed in Francis et al. (2012) for a selection
of scenes during the 2010 Eyjafjallajökull eruption (WMO, 2016).
Using this training set and the technique proposed in this study,
ash was detected from all available SEVIRI imagery during the
2010 Eyjafjallajökull eruption to form new P(y | ash) for land and
sea. In an attempt to remove noisy pixels misidentified as ash,
and to include missed pixels, a fast Fourier transform filter was
applied to filter the image in the frequency domain (Appendix).
Figure 1 shows P(y | ash), which was fitted to a total of 1 860 860
observed pixels over land and 8 932 287 observed pixels over sea.
A training set based on a single eruption is unlikely to capture
a global representation of the spectral signature of volcanic ash,
but is adequate for this study. An operational detection scheme
could improve its P(y | ash) by using a range of volcanic ash
characteristics to form a global P(y | ash). It could also separate
P(y | ash) into different states based on meteorological conditions
or type of ash cloud, e.g. composition or size.

The training set for dust was the same as volcanic ash due to
their similar spectral properties. Observations during large dust
storms on 1 April 2015 over Arabia and 5–8 April 2011 from
the Sahara, sweeping across the Atlantic Ocean up to the United
Kingdom, formed P(y | dust) over both land and sea. The same
fast Fourier transform filter applied to volcanic ash was applied to
desert dust. Arid surfaces can also have a negative brightness tem-
perature difference between ∼11 and 12 μm (Prata et al., 2001). As
a result, it is highly likely that many false positives were recorded.
A dust-filled state perhaps better describes a state of either air-
borne dust or a dusty surface, so not strictly an atmospheric state.
Figure 1 shows P(y | dust), which was fitted to a total of 19 004 259
observed pixels over land and 3 039 542 observed pixels over sea.

The probability density function P(y | free) describes the
probability of the observation y given a pixel free from ash and
dust. Given the availability of data for pixels free from ash and
dust, it is simple to construct spatially varying probability density
functions, to allow for the effect of features such as longitude
and latitude. Firstly, the SEVIRI field of view within 80◦N, 80◦E,
80◦S, 80◦W was divided into subregions of 20◦ longitude by 5◦
latitude. Then for each calendar month, for each subregion, there
is a separate P(y | free) for land and sea. Each P(y | free) was
fitted to data for y from 4 months of SEVIRI observations, using
months that had no volcanic ash events or exceptionally large
dust storms within the SEVIRI field of view. In areas where dust
events are common, e.g. the Sahara, it is likely that many small
dust events have been captured in P(y | free), in a similar way that

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Examples of P(y | xj) for an atmospheric state containing volcanic ash,
containing desert dust, and free from volcanic ash and desert dust over (a) sea
and (b) land. The volcanic ash and desert dust-free states are for the subregion
(a) 10–15◦N and 40–20◦E and (b) 35–30◦S and 20–40◦W. [Colour figure can
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com].

P(y | dust) may include dusty surfaces. As the application of this
study is the detection of volcanic ash, it is unlikely that this will
cause problems for optimal decision-making in areas with a high
number of dust events. Figure 1 shows examples of P(y | free) for
April over (a) sea for the subregion 10–15◦N and 40–20◦E and
(b) land for the subregion 35–30◦S and 20–40◦W.

3.4.2. Prior probability

As this approach is Bayesian, each state needs its associated prior
probability. The prior probability of each atmospheric state is
difficult to quantify. This is especially true for volcanic ash clouds,
which are infrequent and non-periodic. We therefore make the
simplifying assumption that at most one volcano is erupting at
any one time, so that eruptions Ej are mutually exclusive (this
can be generalized if required). This prior probability is based
on information available at time t, including observations from
past satellite images and other sources of information, which will
include whether volcano j has erupted. At a location where no
information is available, there may be a general prior probability
of an ash cloud (as e.g. Mackie and Watson, 2014; Pavolonis
et al., 2015a). Once information becomes available that an ash
cloud has been detected, the prior probability of detecting ash
will change. In Europe it is most likely known that an ash-bearing
eruption is happening. The use of satellite remote sensing is then
in response to, rather than diagnostic of, an eruption occurring.
The pixel at location si can contain ash at time t only if a volcano
has previously erupted at time tj, and if ash has had time to travel
from that volcano to location si. A simple model imposes a radial
constant wind field from the volcano, so that the time needed
for ash to travel from an eruption at the volcano Ej to pixel si

is dj(si)/vj, where dj(si) is the great-circle distance in kilometres
from volcano j to pixel si and vt is the average wind velocity. The
prior probability of volcanic ash is then

Pt(xi = ash) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

0 t − tj <
dj(si)

vj
,

min

{
1,

1

dj(si)

}
t − tj ≥ dj(si)

vj
.

(3)
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Figure 2. The prior probability of dust within the SEVIRI field of view for the
month of June. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com].

This model could easily be generalized to use ensemble methods
based on computer simulation, which is expanded upon in
section 5.1.

Operationally, ensemble forecasts and any additional informa-
tion could again form the prior probability for dust (e.g. Sessions
et al., 2015). In this study we have formed a simple prior prob-
ability for dust for each calendar month using data from the
ECMWF MACC-Reanalysis dataset over a 10 year period (Inness
et al., 2013). At location si, the prior probability for dust is the
proportion of 3 h intervals over the 10 year period that had a
550 nm optical depth greater than 0.5 in that location, which
corresponds to a mass column loading of around 0.15 g m−2

(Linke et al., 2006). Where there were no events in the past
10 years, we assume that Pt (xi = dust) occurs as a 1-in-100 year
event. This value represents a sufficiently unlikely event, although
is not impossible. Figure 2 shows Pt (xi = dust) for June.

In order to impose the simplifying assumption that ash, dust,
and free from ash and dust are mutually exclusive and exhaustive,
we combine the probabilities above as

Pt (xi =dust) =min
{

Pt(xi =dust) , 1 − Pt(xi = ash)
}

and

Pt(xi = free) =max
{

0, 1−Pt(xi =ash) −Pt(xi =dust)
}
.

4. Examples

This section applies decision theory to the detection of ash
hazards, using the reverse absorption technique and the SEVIRI
sensor, to two examples: the 2010 eruption of Eyjafjallajökull,
Iceland and the 2011 eruption of Puyehue-Cordón Caulle,
Chile. Figures 3(a) and 4(a) show an ash RGB (red-green-
blue) composite image for the eruptions of Eyjafjallajökull
and Puyehue-Cordón respectively. This displays a qualitative
detection of volcanic ash, with ash ranging in colour from red to
yellow, desert dust in magenta and ice particles in black. Table 3
gives the losses for the following examples, where �21 is given in
the following sections. We assume that in both cases tj is large
enough that the prior probability of ash depends only on dj(si).

4.1. 2010 eruption of Eyjafjallajökull, Iceland

The April–May 2010 eruption of Eyjafjallajökull in Iceland caused
widespread disruption to air traffic lasting several weeks. The
2010 eruption of Eyjafjallajökull was an event where many
uncertainties in volcanic ash detection are present in a single
satellite image. There were many occasions of simultaneous

Table 3. Loss table for the examples.

L(a, x) ash dust free

a = contaminated 0 1 1
a = uncontaminated �21 0 0

volcanic ash and desert dust clouds and obscuration of the
reverse absorption feature, e.g. due to icing. Here we demonstrate
the use of decision theory for hazard detection rather than the
suitability of a particular detection scheme. Therefore, although
the eruptions was also used for P(y | ash), it serves to demonstrate
the application well. Figure 3(a) shows an ash RGB composite
image from 0615 UTC 8 May 2010. It is possible to see a long
volcanic plume extending from Iceland to northern Spain and a
Saharan dust cloud to the northeast of the Sahara, blowing over
Sicily, Italy. There is also icing of the plume close the volcano.
Figures 3(b)–(d) show the pixels classified as contaminated,
displayed in yellow with losses �21 = 1, 10 and 100 for Figures 3(b),
(c) and (d) respectively. The number of contaminated pixels
increases as the loss �21 increases. This is most notable around
55◦N 20◦W, which are likely true positives, and over northern
Germany, which may be false positives.

4.2. 2011 eruption of Puyehue-Cordón Caulle, Chile

On 4 June 2011 the Puyehue-Cordón Caulle volcanic complex
in Chile began to erupt, resulting in the largest eruption of the
21st century so far (Venzke, 2016). The ash composition was
substantially different, and therefore spectroscopically different,
from the 2010 eruption of Eyjafjallajökull (Gudmundsson et al.,
2012; Botto et al., 2013). Figure 4(a) shows an ash RGB image
from this eruption at 0700 UTC 7 June 2011, where the ash is
mainly displayed in yellow, likely due to its high silica content,
with some displayed in magenta to red. Figure 4(b) shows the
contaminated pixels in yellow with �21 = 2. The contaminated
pixels are mainly consistent between Figures 4(a) and (b) except
for some in (b) which are classed as uncontaminated due to thick
ice clouds, seen in brown in (a). There are also some speckled
contaminated pixels in Figure 4(b) where an ash cloud is not
visible in (a).

5. Discussion

Decision theory provides a transparent way to deal with uncer-
tainty in automated procedures which detect atmospheric natural
hazards using satellite observations. This allows shared ownership
of issuing the hazard between scientists and risk managers, who
decide the losses in misidentifying the hazard. This aids authori-
ties in issuing relevant and timely advice, which will lead to safer
and more efficient warnings being issued. The losses may be a
subjective choice by the risk manager, parametrized by some loss
function or decided by the end-user to suit their needs. These
losses do not have to be fixed, for example a user could receive a
best-case and worst-case scenario based on risk. However, deci-
sion theory cannot improve the skill of a detection algorithm; it
makes an automated hazard detection scheme better by improv-
ing transparency. It is therefore important that the limitations of
the detection method are communicated to the risk manager.

The detection method followed in this study is not intended
to be globally applicable. Instead it is intended to provide a
simple-to-follow application of decision theory to automated
detection of atmospheric hazards. However it is interesting
to discuss the advantages and limitations of using a simple,
computationally cheap detection method. In Figures 3(b)–(d)
there is a break in the observation of volcanic ash from the
volcano vent. This is due to the presence of both volcanic ash
and ice, seen in black in Figure 3(a). Here the method would be
improved by including a larger number of volcanic states, or a
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 3. Images from the SEVIRI sensor at 0615 UTC 8 May 2010 during the eruption of Eyjafjallajökull, Iceland. (a) shows an ash RGB image. Contaminated pixels
containing volcanic ash are displayed in yellow with: (b) �21 = 1, (c) �21 = 10 and (d) �21 = 100.

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Images from the SEVIRI sensor at 0700 UTC 7 June 2011 during the eruption of Puyehue-Cordón Caulle, Chile. (a) shows an ash RGB image, and (b)
contaminated pixels displayed in yellow with �21 = 2.

more complete training set for P(y | ash). Figure 3 shows that the
sensitivity of the algorithm is higher with a higher loss for �21, for
example a large area of ash around 50◦N, 20◦W is detected when
�21 = 100 but not when �21 = 1 or 10. However, this is at the
expense of the specificity of the algorithm. This preference to risk
is transparent and open to criticism, which should help improve
the detection method. When the loss of a false detection for ash is
low, the simple method proposed in this study discerns volcanic
ash from desert dust even though both commonly exhibit similar
values for y. However, the method is unlikely to be able to discern
airborne dust from an arid surface as both exhibit similar values
for y and are likely to be co-located over land. P(y | ash) was
fitted to observations from the 2010 eruption of Eyjafjallajökull,
so it is unsurprising that it is possible to detect the volcanic ash
from this event. It is thus promising that the method works well
on the 2011 eruption of Puyehue-Cordón Caulle, which differs
geographically, temporally and compositionally. The method in

this study may struggle to detect smaller, low-lying ash clouds
due to the training set for the observation likelihood. To improve
this, different types of ash cloud could have their own state or
a larger training set could be used. A more spectrally robust
probabilistic algorithm or more rigorous prior probabilities
would likely improve both the sensitivity and specificity of the
method. The prior probability for volcanic ash relies on knowing
that an eruption has occurred, although it is possible to generalize
the prior probability using historic data or expertise.

5.1. Multivariate spatial analysis

A major limitation in the example method is that it makes deci-
sions on a pixel-by-pixel basis. The aim of an automated hazard
warning scheme is to replicate the capabilities of human interpre-
tation, which analyse an image as a whole. Continuing with the
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example of volcanic ash, this section suggests how a multivariate
spatial detection scheme may benefit from using decision theory.

Under the assumption that there is information that an erup-
tion has occurred, as in the example in this study, a probabilistic
forecast from computer simulation (e.g. Bursik et al. 2012; Den-
linger et al. 2012; Dare et al. 2016) can inform the prior probability
across pixels. An ideal forecast would consist of an ensemble of
every possible eruption source parameter and ambient meteoro-
logical condition. This is impractical so the prior probability
must instead use a finite number of ensemble members, which
will likely be limited by computation time. After running ten
ensemble members where four result in volcanic ash being
present at a given location, then it is not sufficient to simply assign
a 40% prior probability of volcanic ash. It is more appropriate to
use a Bayesian approach and weight each ensemble member by
its prior probability (Katz and Ehrendorfer, 2006). This ensemble
prediction forms a prior probability considering the spatial
dispersion of the ash cloud. A decision theoretical detection of the
ash cloud could provide an input into a forecast, without relying
on heuristic selection criteria (as in e.g. Wilkins et al., 2016),
which would then inform the next step of hazard detection.

Automated human-like spatial analysis of spectral properties
could also benefit from using decision theory. For example the
spectral detection method in Pavolonis et al. (2015a) and its sub-
sequent spatial classification into cloud objects (Pavolonis et al.,
2015b) utilize Bayesian probabilities. The selection criteria for the
cloud objects from the spectral detection method are heuristic,
limiting transparency and adaptability to the varying needs of
users. This presents an opportunity to exploit decision theory,
with an initial spectral detection scheme transparently increasing
sensitivity through its losses to inform the spatial analysis. The
spectral detection scheme then provides an input to the spatial
analysis, which transparently adjusts the sensitivity and specificity
using losses so that the detection is better suited to the end user.

6. Conclusions

We have presented a method to try to improve transparency
in satellite-based hazard warning systems using decision theory.
We have proposed decision theory as an alternative to heuristics,
which are useful operationally when there is not enough data
to specify likelihood functions which differ between sensors and
even over the lifetime of a sensor in orbit. Decision theory
compensates for some of the issues that are inherent in the use of
heuristics. It allows uncertain decisions to be made transparently
by stating the loss associated with a given action. The transparency
in the losses and the underlying detection method means that
any hazard warning scheme based on decision theory is open
to criticism, and thus improvement. Decision theory does not
require perfect likelihood functions, which it mitigates through
Bayesian probability and the specification of losses to actions.
The example presented in this study demonstrates the success
of combining decision theory with a simple detection method,
which can even differentiate volcanic ash from desert dust, while
maintaining transparency.
This study chooses the optimum action on a pixel-by-pixel
basis, yet atmospheric natural hazards generally exhibit a degree
of spatial coherence. An improvement would be to use a
multivariate spatial analysis (e.g. Pavolonis et al., 2015b; Bedka
and Khlopenkov, 2016). The method outlined here is a simple
proof-of-concept, but both probability theory and decision theory
are extensible to any level of complexity required by the user. It
is therefore possible to apply decision theory to any probabilistic
remote-sensing method.
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Appendix

Fast Fourier transform noise reduction filter

A fast Fourier transform noise reduction filter can be applied as
follows. If A is an m by n array of elements, where 1 indicates a
positive detection and 0 indicates no detection, then the power
spectrum is found by:

P = |F(A)|2 (A1)

and then scaled as:

P0 = ln

(
P

max(P)

)
. (A2)

A mask is then formed:

M =
{

1 if P0 > threshold,

0 otherwise,
(A3)

where the threshold is the maximum value at the edge vertices of
the array P0. The mask is applied to the transform of the original
array and inverted back into the spatial domain by

Anew = � {
F−1(F(A) ◦ M)

}
, (A4)

where � {·} indicates the real part of a complex array and
the operator ◦ denotes element by element multiplication. The
resulting array Anew is the new filtered array where 1 indicates a
positive detection and 0 indicates no detection.

This is derived from the Fourier transform noise reduction
filter example in the IDL programming language (Exelis Visual
Information Solutions, Boulder, Colorado).
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